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FROM : Mr. W. A. Braniga De Nr. Wick © 7+ o 
v ny 4 il ~ Mr. Jensen «=~ 3 

Cc: “es ‘ "  DQeMr. Sullivan ---- ey = 
; SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT . i - Sir. Rosen os My yh : 
i ‘JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY .. 1 — ir, Branigan WR ye 7 
— NOVEMBER 22, 1963 _ 1 =r. Lenihan -. i -: i Mie | 

| DALLAS, TEXAS a - aa pe fer sh 

At approximately 4 p.m., SAC, Robert E. Rightmyer  - 
of our New Orleans Office, contacted Supervisor Robert E, Lenihan ~-,;’ 

  

and advised that New Orleans Distfict Attorney James C. Garrison .° 
has issued a subpoena to J,_ By avenhauer to appear before - a” 

| Garrison's investigative comiittee. | BSAC; Rightmyer advised that * 
“| Dauenhauer is Assistant Managing Director, International Trade .~ 
7 Mart., New Orleans, Louisiana. He is an assistant to Clay Shaw - , 

| 
who was arrested in New Orleans by Garrison and charged with > 

| "Conspiracy. to commit murder" in the President Kennedy assassina~ +: 
a - ton. ,    

    pauenhauer was ; interviewed by two “Special. Agents of >. 
the New Orleans Office on 12-9-63, during our investigation of..: 4 
the assassination, The purpose of such interview was to exhibit |, _- 

to Dauenhauer six photographs taken by a New Orleans television °. "Q 
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station of Lee Harvey Oswald and two companions passing out * 
pro-Castro leaflets in front of the International Trade Mart. 
bullding. Dauenhauer was unable to identify the individuals 
Who were assisting Oswald in such aetavatye sas : 
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Dauenhauer's name 4s not contained in the index to 
the Warren Commission Report or in the index to the 26 backup * 

_ volumes of the Warren Commission Reporte voor Z - 

; ACTIONS . OCs te a4 673e 
- "For information. 
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